ABSTRACT: Fast 4π solid angle particle track recognition has been a challenge in particle physics for a long time, especially in using nuclear emulsion detectors. The recent advances in computing technology opened the way for its realization. A fast 4π solid angle particle track reconstruction based on GPU technology combined with a multithread programming is reported here with a detailed comparison of processing time by CPUs with respect to using GPUs. By employing 3 state-of-the-art GPUs with a multithread programming, a 60 times faster processing of 3D emulsion detector data has been achieved with an excellent tracking performance in comparison with a single-thread CPU processing, corresponding to processing of 15 cm 2 emulsion surface scanned per hour.
Introduction
The reconstruction of ionizing particle trajectories (tracking) is a fundamental subject in experimental particle physics. Advanced implementations of 3D tracking in terms of data processing speed have been achieved with nuclear emulsion detectors, which feature outstanding 3D spatial resolution of the order of nanometers. However, so far their potentialities have not been fully exploited due to the significant computation resources needed for the track reconstruction.
Nuclear emulsion detectors are made of silver-bromide microcrystals with a typical diameter of 200 nanometers uniformly distributed in a gelatin substrate [1, 2] . Each microcrystal works as an independent 3D charged particle detector (micro-detector). A typical emulsion detector structure consists of two sensitive 50 µm thick emulsion layers deposited on both sides of plastic base ∼ 200 µm thick (see Figure 1 -left) and has a surface of ∼ 10 cm × 10 cm, therefore such an emulsion detector features 1.3×10 14 micro-detectors. Through a photo-developing process, the signals stored in the micro-detectors after the passage of an ionizing particle are chemically amplified and become visible under an optical microscope as dots, the so-called grains, with a diameter of 600 nanometers (see Figure 1 -right). The readout and the tracking of signals from these micro-detectors have been performed so far by automated microscopes with a dedicated tracking system [3, 4, 5] . The raw data size from the detector is of the order of 10 13 Bytes (10 TByte) according to the number of micro-detectors. To reconstruct this amount of data in a reasonable time (some hours or less) a fast computing technology is therefore mandatory.
In the last decades, the speed of 3D tracking for nuclear emulsion detectors has remarkably improved with the evolution of electronics and computing technologies. The success of these implementations made possible the design and realization of the OPERA experiment [6] , which is the largest-ever project employing nuclear emulsions, aimed at the observation of flavor-changing neutrino oscillation in appearance mode. In order to deal with the large amount of data, in the OPERA experiment either a FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array) [4] or a multi-CPU-thread computing [5] have been employed, achieving a surface scanning speed of as high as 20-50 cm 2 /hour.
Nevertheless, due to the limited computing resources, the scanning systems of the OPERA experiment have large limitations as, for example, the poor angular acceptance in tracking or the difficulty in detecting short range tracks which start and stop in a single emulsion layer. Indeed, particles produced by high energy neutrino charge current interactions are boosted in the forward direction perpendicular to the emulsion surface (Z direction) and penetrate several emulsion layers. In this case the scanning system is optimized for track reconstruction at small angles (θ < 0.5 rad. θ : track angle with Z axis) 1 and for penetrating tracks, although nuclear emulsion detectors themselves can record particles at any direction.
However, such limitations make it difficult to use the same system in experiments with different particle topologies. As an example, Figure 2 -left shows an antiproton annihilation detected in one emulsion layer after a test performed for the future AEgIS experiment, which is aiming at the first measurement of the gravitational force on antimatter [7] . Particles from the antiproton annihilation are basically emitted isotropically. In particular, the detection efficiency in the AEgIS conditions is estimated to be ∼ 60% with no angular cuts on the particle directions, but only 2% if the angular acceptance is the same as that of the OPERA scanning system [8] . Neutron flux monitoring is another example, where nuclear emulsion detectors are being used for dosimetry in medical applications or for nuclear fusion diagnostics. In these fields, the energy of neutrons is of the order of 1 MeV, which gives a range of recoiling proton of ∼ 10 µm (see Figure 2 -right). The OPERA tracking is blind to such short range tracks. Therefore, in order to fulfill the needs of a potentially broader list of particle physics experiments not necessarily characterized by a forward particle topology as in OPERA, a 4π directional fast track reconstruction turns out to be fundamental.
In the framework of this study, we propose a new tracking algorithm accomplishing the needs of a wide range of experiments. It requires about a factor 100 larger data processing than that of the OPERA experiment, while maintaining at the same time a high processing speed of the order of 10 cm 2 /hour or more.
We implemented the track reconstruction algorithm by using GPUs (Graphic Processing Unit). Each GPU has thousands of processing cores which can work in parallel. The use of GPUs for track reconstruction was already considered in 2003 by the Nagoya group. However, since the computing power was limited at that time and the programming infrastructure was not available for general purposes, the idea did not materialize into a real system. In 2006, NVIDIA introduced the CUDA infrastructure [9] for general purpose computing with GPUs, which made possible the exploitation of the powerful computing power of GPU devices.
In this paper, we describe a new tracking algorithm for full solid angle track reconstruction in emulsion detectors by a GPU computing infrastructure.
A new algorithm for particle track reconstruction
In general, the aim of a tracking algorithm to be used for nuclear emulsion detectors is to recognize a consecutive sequence of 3D grains produced by the passage of charged particles. A general purpose tracking algorithm should then perform as follows:
• reconstruction of particles tracks with no angular restriction;
• identification of minimum and heavily ionizing particles;
• reconstruction of short-range particles starting and stopping inside a single emulsion layer.
A basic unit of emulsion data called a view corresponds to a 300 µm × 250 µm × 50 µm segment of the emulsion detector. Each view is digitized by a high speed CMOS camera into 1280 × 1024 pixels in X, Y and 40 frames in depth (Z). For the proposed tracking algorithm, a finer sampling of 40 frames, instead of the 16 frames used for conventional algorithms used for the OPERA experiment [5] , is chosen to allow short-range track reconstruction. A zoom of a typical frame is shown in Figure 3 -(a).
The pixels of the CMOS camera exhibit gain fluctuations, which cause the vertical lines seen in Figure 3 -(a). In order to minimize this effect, a gain tuning and a threshold are applied on a pixel-by-pixel base. Also the image is inverted. These steps are called a f iltering. An example of filtered image is shown in Figure 3 -(b).
A grain produces a signal of a few pixels in X, Y and a few frames in depth. The 3D grain recognition is applied on the filtered image. Each pixel with a pulse height higher than a given threshold is compared to the 3 × 3 × 3 neighboring pixels; the pixel with the highest pulse height among these will be defining the grain. The spatial coordinates of the grains are then computed with a center-of-mass method using the pulse height of each pixel (Figure 3-(c) ). The 3D grain recognition is very critical especially for highly ionizing particles where the presence of a long optical shadow in the Z direction due to the high density of grains can, if the algorithm is not sufficiently intelligent, result in the incorrect recognition of grains.
The seeds of tracks (lines) are defined as any grain pair whose distance is smaller than 25 µm, covering the 4 π solid angle (Figure 4-(a) ). For each seed, a line is then defined connecting the two grains and the number of grains along the line is evaluated (Figure 4-(b) ). If the number of grains is above a preset threshold (e.g. 5), the seed is classified as a track. After selecting tracks each grain is exclusively associated with one track using that grain (each grain can be used only once) in order to suppress multiple tracks reconstructed for the same trajectory; and again the threshold on number of grains is applied to all tracks. Examples of tracks reconstructed with this algorithm are shown in Figure 5 . The reconstruction of a cosmic-ray track is shown on the left, while a proton track recoiling from a 2.5 MeV neutron is shown on the right. Both the large angle MIP and the heavily ionizing particle are suc-New algorithm OPERA acceptance in θ (rad) π/2 0.5 acceptance in solid angle (steradian) 4π 1.5 acceptance efficiency 100% 12% The proposed tracking algorithm requires a larger amount of data processing with respect to the conventional codes. The angular acceptance of the latter is generally θ < 0.5 rad, as is the case for the OPERA experiment. The comparison of the angular acceptance for the new and the conventional algorithms is shown in Table 1 . The coverage in solid angle is increased by a factor of 8. The detection of short tracks requires finer data taking and does not allow for fast tracking techniques used in conventional algorithm based on the assumption that particles enter from the top surface of the emulsion layer and escape from its bottom surface. The conventional code as described in [5] defines a limited number of pairs of frames that contribute to define seeds of tracks. With the proposed algorithm any combination of frames can be searched for. The new condition increases the number of data processing by about 10 times. From a simple multiplication of the above two factors (8×10) it results that two orders of magnitude larger data processing capability are required to fully exploit the proposed algorithm.
Track reconstruction based on GPU technology and performance
In order to keep scanning speed high, we set the goal of a processing speed of 0.2 s/view on average, defined by the maximum data taking frequency of 5 Hz due to mechanical limitation of the microscopes and corresponding to a performance of 10 cm 2 of emulsion surface scanned per hour.
The implementation of the new algorithm described in Section 2 using standard programming (single thread, C++ code) takes about 10 s/view with a state-of-the-art PC. The code already includes some basic fast computing procedures, such as the use of three dimensional hash tables 2 .
The GPU programming has the advantage of parallel processing and it is very suitable for image processing and track reconstruction. The code is written with NVIDIA CUDA libraries (version 5.5) combined with CERN ROOT libraries [10] . The algorithm is shared by CPU and GPU codes as shown in Figure 6 . For an example, the process to form the seeds of tracks (described in Figure 4-(a) ) is performed by the CPU, while counting of grains along the seeds (Figure 4-(b) ) is accomplished by the GPU. Hundreds of seeds can be processed in parallel by the GPU. A dedicated processing server (Linux Mint 15) equipped with a recent CPU (i7-3930K, 3.2 GHz, 6 cores, 12 logical processors [11] ) with 3 state-of-the-art GPUs (NVIDIA GEFORCE TI-TAN, 837 MHz, 2688 cores, 6.144 GByte on-board memory [12] ) and with a fast memory (DDR3-2400) has been tested for our purpose. A NVIDIA GEFORCE TITAN has a computing performance as high as 4.7 TFLOPS (Tera Floating-point Operation Per Second), which is large when compared to that of a i7-3930K (0.15 TFLOPS).
For the speed performance measurement, an emulsion layer was fully digitized and stored on a hard disk drive. The results of a comparison of processing speed by a single CPU thread program with and without a GPU are shown in Table 2 . The processing time per view is computed by averaging the processing time for 60 views. It also includes the time required for the data transfer 2 A view consists of 40 frames, and each frame is divided in cells of 32 × 32 pixels in X and Y. Thus a view is divided into 51200 3D cells (or hash tables). All recognized grains are then attributed to these cells. In this way, the processing time is reduced as the following processes refer only to the grains in the relevant cells and not to all the grains of the view. between the host memory and the GPU memory. Each process is remarkably accelerated by about a factor 10. The total processing time, dominated by the 3D tracking process, is reduced to 1/16. On the basis of the single CPU thread programming, a multithread programming was then implemented. Each thread is responsible for processing a view. For the case of multithread with GPUs, each CPU thread is linked to one of the three GPU devices. By running several threads one can exploit all the GPU devices.
Process
The comparison of the multithread programming based on the CPU and on the GPU is illustrated in Figure 7 . The processing time related to the CPU programming is 6.4 s/view with a single thread, and it is reduced as the inverse of the number of threads (black line in Figure 7 -left). However, for a number of threads larger than 6 no further gain is achieved in the processing time. This is due to the fact that the CPU has only 6 physical processors although it has 12 logical processors. The best result corresponds to 1.25 s/view with 12 threads. This achievement, however, is still far from our goal of 0.2 s/view.
On the other hand, with three GPUs and 12 threads (4 threads linked to one GPU), a processing speed of 0.14 s/view is achieved, out of which 0.04 s are needed for data I/O time. This corresponds to 15 cm 2 surface scanned per hour. The processing time is inversely proportional to the number of GPUs. However, processing with a number of threads per GPU larger than 2 is not beneficial in terms of speed. Eventually, the gain in the speed of processing time without data I/O from a single thread program based on the CPU with respect to the best multithread programming based on the GPU is about a factor of 60. Currently the processing speed is limited by the memory access in the GPU and the memory transfer between GPU and host PC. Consequently there is still room for improvements.
The efficiency of the track reconstruction algorithm was tested by using an emulsion detector module exposed to cosmic-rays (see Figure 9 on the left). The emulsions are produced in the underground emulsion facility at the Laboratory for High Energy Physics (LHEP) of the University of Bern with an emulsion gel provided by the Nagoya University. The detector structure is made of two 50 µm-thick emulsion layers deposited on both sides of a 200 µm-thick plastic base. The sensitivity of the emulsion gel is measured to be 42±3 grains per 100 µm for MIP tracks. These are generated by 22 MeV electrons from the linac of the Clinic for Radiation Oncology of the Bern Inselspital. Two detectors are stacked together to form a module that was exposed to cosmic-rays for 1 week. An area of 1cm 2 was scanned for both detectors (a total of four sensitive layers) and the tracking algorithm was then applied to the microscope views. The alignment between the two detectors was performed by means of reconstructed cosmic tracks. As shown in Figure 9 -left, the reconstructed tracks on the emulsion layers 0, 1 and 3 are selected to measure the tracking efficiency The measured tracking efficiency is shown in Figure 9 -right. The efficiency is found to be almost constant as a function of the track angle with a minor drop for small angles due to the reduced number of grains. A very high average tracking efficiency of 99.0% is measured. The rate of fake reconstruction is also estimated by displacing data on the layer 2 by 1mm. The average fake rate is found to be 1.4% and no strong angular dependence is observed. Thus the impurity in efficiency estimation, when a real track is missed and a fake track is found, results to be negligible (∼0.01% =(100%-99.0%)×1.4%).
Conclusions
Fast 4π solid angle particle tracking has been for a long time a challenge when using nuclear emulsion detectors as high accuracy tracking devices. Advances in state-of-the-art computing technology have opened the way for the actual realization of fast 4π tracking in emulsion detectors, as reported in this paper. A key element of our achievement has been a novel application of GPU technology.
Although the described tracking algorithm requires two orders of magnitude larger data processing as compared to conventional approaches, a satisfactory result assuring a processing performance of 15 cm 2 of emulsion surface scanned per hour is achieved by using the GPUs. The gain in processing time by the multi-GPU with a multithread programming is measured to be more than a factor 60 with respect to the processing with a standard single thread programming. The tracking efficiency with the newly proposed algorithm is found to be as very high as 99% for cosmic-ray tracks for a wide angular range.
This new tracking algorithm can be applied to any experiment making use of nuclear emulsion detectors which needs fast 4π tracking, as the AEgIS experiment at CERN which needs high detection efficiency for antiproton annihilations. Furthermore the algorithm is being applied by us to several other applications, such as the measurement of proton tracks recoiling from neutrons and the cosmic-ray muon track radiography. Similar approaches can also be applied to the reconstructions of other detectors like the liquid argon TPC and the silicon pixel detectors.
